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“The bumper-sticker directive to ‘follow the science’ was actually an evasion of
responsibility. It let people off the hook for their bad decisions in a crisis. Was New
York Governor Cuomo’s executive order sending COVID-hospitalized patients back to nursing
homes to infect other vulnerable nursing home patients ‘following the science’? Of course
not. And sending post-hospitalization COVID-positive patients back to nursing homes was
unnecessary. Relative to the total nursing home population, Governor Cuomo contributed to
a larger percentage of nursing-home deaths—especially when compared to the states without
such a policy. New Jersey’s over seven thousand nursing home deaths account for half of
the state’s fatalities since March. Pennsylvania did just as miserably. These governors
made specific decisions that cost thousands of the most vulnerable, most expendable,
their lives. But they didn’t do it to their own relatives.” —From I Do Not Consent
A new edition of Consuelo Vanderbilt Balsan's memoir—the story of the "real" Lady
Grantham of Downton Abbey Consuelo Vanderbilt was young, beautiful, and heir to a vast
fortune. She was also in love with an American suitor when her mother chose instead for
her to marry an English Duke. She sailed to England as the Duchess of Marlborough in 1895
and took up residence in her new home—Blenheim Palace. She was the real American heiress
who lived long before Downton Abbey's Lady Grantham arrived. Mme. Balsan is an unsnobbish
and amused observer of the intricate hierarchy both upstairs and downstairs and a
revealing witness to the glittering balls, huge weekend parties, and major state
occasions she attended or hosted chronicling her encounters with every important figure
of the day—from Queen Victoria, Edward VII and Queen Alexandra to Tsar Nicholas and the
young Winston Churchill. The Glitter and the Gold is a richly enjoyable memoir is a
revealing portrait of a golden age now being celebrated every week behind the doors of
Downton Abbey.
Ari Gold is known for his ruthless approach to deal-making and client relationships that
made him one of, if not the, most powerful and sought-after agents in Hollywood until he
retired in 2011. In his new book THE GOLD STANDARD, Gold will illuminate, for the first
time, his unique, effective and, some would say, outrageous philosophies on running a
successful business, client management, employee motivation, keeping a happy home life,
and other keys to his many successes. Brash, emphatic, instructive and always wise,
Gold's book will rival business and leadership bestsellers the world over. In his own
words and with his trademark enthusiasm, Gold's tome will be the only book anyone wanting
to make something of him or herself will ever need. Ari Gold says: "In my humble opinion,
if you want to run a successful business this is the only book you'll ever have to read.
And my humble opinion is never wrong."
In this classic Irish legend, two harpists -- merry-hearted Old Pat and ill-spirited
Young Tom -- set off for a contest to name the finest harpist in all of Ireland. When
Young Tom realizes that Old Pat is truly the better musician, he schemes to be the winner
-- but he doesn′t reckon with the clever trickery of a mischievous little leprechaun.
Noted picture book creators Pamela Duncan Edwards and Henry Cole have imagined a joyful
and fanciful tale with a priceless lesson.
Peanut Goes for the Gold
Inside the Race for the World's Most Seductive Metal
A Touch of Gold
"The Gold Book" ..
I Do Not Consent
Harvest of Gold
**USA Today bestseller and Wall Street Journal business bestseller** They say John Maynard Keynes called gold a
"barbarous relic." They say there isn’t enough gold to support finance and commerce. They say the gold supply can’t
increase fast enough to support world growth. They’re wrong. In this bold manifesto, bestselling author and economic
commentator James Rickards steps forward to defend gold—as both an irreplaceable store of wealth and a standard for
currency. Global political instability and market volatility are on the rise. Gold, always a prudent asset to own, has become
the single most important wealth preservation tool for banks and individuals alike. Rickards draws on historical case
studies, monetary theory, and personal experience as an investor to argue that: • The next financial collapse will be
exponentially bigger than the panic of 2008. • The time will come, sooner rather than later, when there will be panic
buying and only central banks, hedge funds, and other big players will be able to buy any gold at all. • It’s not too late to
prepare ourselves as a nation: there’s always enough gold for a gold standard if we specify a stable, nondeflationary price.
Providing clear instructions on how much gold to buy and where to store it, the short, provocative argument in this book
will change the way you look at this “barbarous relic” forever.
New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery's classic blend of lighthearted humor and intense emotional conflict
works its magic on two newcomers to the California town of Fool's Gold, which Library Journal calls "a setting so real and
appealing readers will want to start scoping out real estate." Destiny Mills believes passion has its place—like in the lyrics
of the country songs that made her parents famous. After a childhood full of drama and heartache, she wants a life that's
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calm. Safe. Everything that Kipling Gilmore isn't. Her temporary assignment with the Fool's Gold search and rescue team
puts her in delicious proximity to the former world-class skier every day. Part of her aches to let go for once…the rest is
terrified what'll happen if she does. Though an accident ended his career, Kipling still lives for thrills—and a hot fling with
a gorgeous redhead like Destiny would be a welcome diversion. Yet beneath his new coworker's cool facade is a woman
who needs more than he's ever given. With her, he's ready to take the risk. But love, like skiing, is all about trust—and
before you soar, you have to be willing to fall. Look for Best of My Love, the next title in Susan Mallery's Fool's Gold
series.
Boston Homicide Detective Reid Sylver closes every case that comes her way. Her secret? She can talk to the dead. Reid’s
perfect record has earned her the freedom to work with the only partner she can tolerate: a scarred one-eyed mastiff
called Mugshot. Then the new boss saddles her with rookie London Gold. How will she keep her gift a secret with this
ambitious rookie underfoot? London Gold has dreamed of being a homicide detective since long before she became a cop.
Now she has a chance to learn from the woman she’s idolized for years. Breaking through the detective’s tough shell
won’t be easy, but she’s determined to learn the secret behind Reid's success. Both women are surprised by their
chemistry as they work feverishly to find a tech-savvy killer who stalks his victims from afar. Just one problem: the killer's
now stalking them.
Man’s best...matchmaker? Montana Hendrix has found her calling—working with therapy dogs. With a career she loves in
a hometown she adores, she’s finally ready to look for her own happily ever after. Could one of her dogs help her find Mr.
Right... or maybe Dr. Right?
The Odyssey
Davison's Textile Catalogues and Buyers Guide
Dirty Gold
Hold Me
Veins of Gold
Hidden Gold

Collection of terms with authoritative definitions, spanning the whole range of chemistry.
In this groundbreaking sequel to The Gold Mine, authors Michael and Freddy Ballé present a
compelling story that teaches readers the most important lean lesson of all: how to transform
themselves and their workers through the discipline of learning the lean system. The Lean Manager:
A Novel of Lean Transformation reveals how individuals can go beyond the short-term gains from
tools, and realize a deeper, sustainable path of improvement. Full of human moments that capture
the excitement and drama of lean implementation, as well as clear explanations of how tools and
systems go hand-in-hand, this book will teach and inspire every person working to make lean a
reality in their organization today. This book will help you learn both the how of doing lean, as well
as the why behind the tools, enabling you to become lean. Lean is the most important business
model for competitive success today. Yet companies still struggle to sustain enduring and deeprooted business success from their lean implementation efforts. The most important problem for
these companies is becoming lean: how can they advance beyond realizing isolated gains from
deploying lean tools, to fundamentally changing how they operate, think, and learn? In other words,
how can companies learn to go beyond lean turnaround to achieve lean transformation? The Lean
Manager: A Novel of Lean Transformation, by lean experts Michael and Freddy Ballé, addresses this
critical problem. As we move from what Jim Womack, author, lean management authority, and LEI
founder, calls “the era of lean tools to the era of lean management,” The Lean Manager gives
companies a definitive guide for sustaining their ability to learn and improve operations and financial
performance, while continually developing people. “The only way to become and stay lean is to
produce lean managers,” says Womack. “Every isolated effort will recede—or fail—unless companies
learn to use the lean process as a way of developing individual problem-solvers with the ownership,
initiative, and know-how to solve problems, learn, and ultimately coach new individuals in this
discipline. That’s why this book matters so much.” The Lean Manager, the sequel to the Ballé’s
international bestselling business novel The Gold Mine, tells the compelling story of plant manager
Andrew Ward as he goes through the challenging but rewarding journey to becoming a lean
manager. Under the guidance of Phil Jenkinson (whose own lean journey was at the core of The Gold
Mine), Ward learns to use a deep understanding of lean tools, as well as a technical know-how of his
plant’s operations, to foster a lean attitude that sustains continuous improvement. Where The Gold
Mine shows you how to introduce a complete lean system, The Lean Manager demonstrates how to
sustain it. Ward moves beyond fluency with tools to changing his behavior as a manager and leader.
He shifts from giving orders and answers to asking the right questions so people identify and
address problems. He learns how to use tools to unleash the creativity and motivation of people, so
they learn how to solve problems as well as coach and teach others to solve problems. Ward learns
how to create lean managers. “I am excited and have hopes that this book will enlighten readers
about what it really means to live a business transformation that puts customers first and does this
through developing people,” said Jeffrey Liker, author of The Toyota Way and professor of Industrial
and Operations Engineering at the University of Michigan. “People who do the work have to improve
the work. There are tools, but they are not tools for ‘improving the process.’ They are tools for
making problems visible and for helping people think about how to solve those problems.”
A heroic small-boned horse with a will to win is finally ridden to glory by his devoted jockey.
Place of publication from publisher's website.
Gold
Only Yours (A Fool's Gold Novel, Book 5)
The Gold Teacher Book : British Literature
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A Novel
Sylver and Gold
The Glitter and the Gold

The Big Gold Book is the American track & field fan's essential companion. The heart of the book is the tables: metric
conversions for track & field and combined decathlon/heptathlon scoring and metric conversions. Plus basic t&f rules,
equipment specifications, various useful charts such as metric-English equivalents, temperature conversions, pacing
tables, much more. Updated 2017.
Gold is wealth. Wealth is power. Power is a curse. This captivating fantasy adventure—the untold story of the daughter
King Midas turned to gold—will dazzle you with the kind of action, adventure, twists, turns, and a bit of romance to make
any fan of magic and mythology greedy for more. After King Midas’s gift—or curse—almost killed his daughter, he
relinquished The Touch forever. Ten years later, Princess Kora still bears the consequences of her father’s wish: her
skin shines golden, rumors follow her everywhere she goes, and she harbors secret powers that are getting harder to
hide. Kora spends her days concealed behind gloves and veils. It isn’t until a charming duke arrives that Kora believes
she could indeed be loved. But their courtship is disrupted when a thief steals treasures her father needs to survive.
Thanks to Kora’s unique ability to sense gold, she sails off on her quest to find the missing items. Magic, mythology,
fantasy, and pirate adventures charge through every page as Kora learns that not everything is what it seems—not her
companions, not the thieves, and not even Kora herself. A Touch of Gold: Is told from the perspective of Kora, King
Midas’s daughter and a strong female protagonist Is a clean fantasy adventure, perfect for fans of the #1 New York
Times bestselling books, The Wrath & the Dawn and Cinder Is an enchanting and captivating fantasy adventure/fairy tale
retelling Features a beautifully decorated cover Will have strong appeal to readers ages 13 & up
We Americans are never taught anything about gold and silver through our education system. That's why many gold
dealers are able to easily rip off unsuspecting buyers of gold and silver.Financial advisors and journalists aren't giving
you the truth either, as to how gold and silver fit into a properly diversified portfolio. So naturally, people are looking for
answers."Buy Gold and Silver Safely" provides those answers by explaining why gold and silver need to be a part of
everyone's portfolio, and helping people learn about buying or selling gold and silver... the safe way.
Jonathan Van Ness, the star of Netflix’s hit show Queer Eye, brings his signature humor and positivity to his empowering
first picture book, inspiring readers of all ages to love being exactly who they are. Peanut Goes for the Gold is a
charming, funny, and heartfelt picture book that follows the adventures of Peanut, a gender nonbinary guinea pig who
does everything with their own personal flare. Peanut just has their own unique way of doing things. Whether it’s
cartwheeling during basketball practice or cutting their own hair, this little guinea pig puts their own special twist on life.
So when Peanut decides to be a rhythmic gymnast, they come up with a routine that they know is absolutely perfect,
because it is absolutely, one hundred percent Peanut. This upbeat and hilarious picture book, inspired by Jonathan’s
own childhood guinea pig, encourages children to not just be themselves—but to boldly and unapologetically love being
themselves. Jonathan Van Ness brings his signature message of warmth, positivity, and self-love to this boldly original
picture book that celebrates the joys of being true to yourself and the magic that comes from following your dreams.
Gold Diggers
A Book and Kit
Andy Warhol, Publisher
The Book of Gold
The Gold Book
The American Duchess---in Her Own Words
A beautifully illustrated gift book to help us uncover and trust the innate goodness in ourselves and others. We receive so many
messages from our culture meant to divide us from one another or turn us against ourselves. Yet when we stop judging, stop
avoiding, stop trying to resist that which makes us afraid or ashamed, we open to our true nature—a boundless field of awareness
that is innately fearless and loving. This recognition of our essential human goodness may be the most radical act of healing we
can take. “The gold of our true nature can never be tarnished,” says Tara Brach. “In the moments of remembering and trusting this
basic goodness of our Being, we open to happiness, peace, and freedom.” In Trusting the Gold, Tara draws from more than four
decades of experience as a meditation teacher and psychologist to share her most valuable practices for reconnecting with the
beauty of our humanity—from timeless Buddhist wisdom to techniques adapted to the specific challenges of our modern age. Here
you’ll explore three pathways of remembering and living from your full aliveness: • Opening to the Truth of the present moment •
Turning toward Love in any situation • Resting in the Freedom of our natural, radiant awareness “Even in the midst of our deepest
emotional suffering, self-compassion is the pathway that will carry us home,” Dr. Brach writes. “What a joy to pause and behold
our basic goodness, and to see how it shines through each of us. Seeing that secret beauty, we fall in love with all of life.”
All sixteen-year-old Tommin wants is to make beautiful shoes and take care of his granny, but his insatiable need to steal threatens
to destroy everything. Driven by a curse that demands more and more gold, he’s sure to get caught eventually. When mysterious
Lorcan Reilly arrives in town with his “niece,” Eve, Tommin believes the fellow wants to help him. Instead, Lorcan whisks him off to
the underground realm of the Leprechauns, where, alongside Eve, he’s forced to prepare to become one of them. While Lorcan
plots to use his “gold-children” as stepping-stones to the throne of the Leprechaun king, Tommin and Eve plan their escape—and
find themselves falling in love. But Tommin’s humanity is slipping away, and unless Eve discovers the remedy in time, he’ll be
doomed to spend eternity as a thieving trickster. Can Tommin and Eve’s love survive over two centuries and help them defeat
Lorcan and his magic, or is there no hope of breaking the Leprechaun’s curse?
In the tradition of the best-selling Fun With Hieroglyphs, this combination book and activity kit offers readers not only a glimpse
into how this precious metal was used throughout history, but a chance to create some art themselves. 75,000 first printing.
A new historical fantasy novel from Wall Street Journal bestselling author Charlie N. Holmberg: VEINS OF GOLD Desperate to save
her siblings from poverty, a young woman discovers magic fueled by gold . . . and a love for the man who wields it. Abandoned by
their father for the gold rush, Gentry and her siblings labor to survive alone in the inhospitable west. When bizarre natural disasters
begin wreaking havoc on the land, Gentry discovers a world of magic. Desperate for help, she accepts aid from a mysterious
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stranger. Winn not only sees the magic, but controls its hunger by feeding it gold—the very thing Gentry’s father left to acquire.
But the earth’s unrest only grows worse, and Gentry’s fear leads her to a terrible choice: marry a wealthy man she does not love, or
trust in Winn’s unpredictable power to save her family. Other Books by Charlie N. Holmberg: The Paper Magician The Glass
Magician The Master Magician The Plastic Magician Followed by Frost Magic Bitter, Magic Sweet The Fifth Doll
The Leprechaun's Gold
Deluxe Brown
The Java Gold
The Gold-Son
The New Case for Gold
Gold: Israel Regardie's Lost Book of Alchemy
Since the 2008 financial crisis the price of gold has sky-rocketed, from around $800 an ounce in August of that
year to a peak of around $1700 an ounce. Fortunes have been made, and this has kicked off an unprecedented
gold-mining and prospective boom around the world. In this book Matthew Hart takes readers on a journey
around the world and through history to tell the story of how gold became the world's most precious
commodity, the highlights of its dramatic, tempestuous history, and the behind-the-scenes intrigue of the
current boom. He ends this controversial rollercoaster story by revealing what the experts are saying about the
profound changes underway in the gold market and the prospects for the future.
A hidden message, treachery, opposition, and a God-given success will lead to an unlikely bounty. In Harvest of
Gold (Book 2), the scribe Sarah married Darius, and at times she feels as if she has married the Persian
aristocracy, too. There is another point she did not count on in her marriage—Sarah has grown to love her
husband. Sarah has wealth, property, honor, and power, but her husband’s love still seems unattainable.
Although his mother was an Israelite, Darius remains skeptical that his Jewish wife is the right choice for him,
particularly when she conspires with her cousin Nehemiah to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem. Ordered to assist
in the effort, the couple begins a journey to the homeland of his mother’s people. Will the road filled with
danger, conflict, and surprising memories, help Darius to see the hand of God at work in his life—and even in
his marriage?
The explosive story of the illegal gold trade from South America, and the three Miami businessmen who got
rich on it—until it all came crashing down. In March of 2017, a team of federal agents arrested Juan Pablo
Granda, Samer Barrage, and Renato Rodriguez, or as they came to be known, "the three amigos." The
trio—first identified publicly by the authors of this book—had built a $3.6 billion dollar business in metals
trading, mostly illegal Peruvian gold mined in the rain forest. Their arrest and subsequent prosecution laid
bare more than a scheme between a few corrupt traders. Dirty Gold lifts the veil on a massive and very illegal
international business that is more lucrative than trafficking cocaine, and often just as dangerous. As this
award-winning team of current and former Miami Herald reporters shows, illegal gold mines have become a
haven for Latin American drug money. The gold is sold to metals traders, and ultimately to scores of unwitting
Americans in their jewelry and phones. By following the trail of these three traders, Dirty Gold leads us into a
sprawling criminal underworld that has never before been in full view.
The Little Book of Gold is dedicated to helping small (and very small) non-profits unlock their fundraising
potential. Avoid common pitfalls and get tips on proven methods that work. This short guide helps new
Executive Directors, active board chairs, and other key staff in charge of fundraising to learn the basics of
professional and sustainable fundraising. Geared specifically for non-profits with small and very small budgets
(a few hundred thousand dollars a year down to the smallest budgets). Revised and expanded. "It was a perfect
primer for me as I prepare for a new role in my agency." -- Anne Maack, Child Start, Wichita, Kansas "A
valuable contribution to our colleagues in the nonprofit world--especially those of us in smaller organizations
that do not have dedicated fund development staff."-- Jose Martinez, Executive Director, Food Bank of Yolo
County, Yolo County, California
Learning Language Arts Through Literature
IUPAC Compendium of Chemical Terminology
How to Find, Build and Keep a Yes! Attitude for a Lifetime of Success and Happiness: New Edition, Updated
and Revised
The White and the Gold
The Gold Mine
My Fight Against Medical Cancel Culture
This is the fascinating story of the French regime in Canada. Few periods in the history of North America can equal it for romance and color,
drama and suspense, great human courage and far-seeing aspiration. Costain, who writes history in the terms of the people who lived it, wrote of
this book: "Almost from the first I found myself caught in the spell of these courageous, colorful, cruel days. But whenever I found myself guilty of
overstressing the romantic side of the picture and forgetful of the more prosaic life beneath, I tried to balance the scales more properly. [This] is . .
. a conscientious effort at a balanced picture of a period which was brave, bizarre, fanatical, lyrical, lusty, and, in fact, rather completely
unbalanced."
"Isaac isn't interested in much, but when a mysterious shopkeeper tells him about a legendary book that holds the answers to every question ever
asked, he embarks on a lifelong search for the Book of Gold"-Love is the biggest prize of all. For over a decade, world-champion figure skaters Katie Nowacki and Brendan Reid have been partners in every
way but one. But now that their electric on-ice chemistry has led them to Olympic gold, they're retiring from competition. As they cross America
on an exhibition tour with their fellow athletes, Katie and Brendan's always volatile relationship becomes more turbulent than ever as they face
down the media, their fans, and their increasingly nosy teammates. When Katie realizes she wants to go back to the farm she grew up on, leaving
Brendan behind in the city where they trained, their fairy tale seems destined to end. But will Brendan be able to convince her to trust him with
the off-ice intimacy that only spelled disaster in their past?
"Mike Woods urges his retired father into helping out a friend's failing company. But for Bob Woods, another struggle to introduce lean
manufacturing quickly rehashes production battles that he's long since fought. And not even the senior Woods, son Mike, or friend Phil and his
colleagues really grasp what's in store for them."--Cover.
Trusting the Gold
Uncovering Your Natural Goodness
After the Gold
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The Lean Manager
The French Regime in Canada
Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Gold Book of Yes! Attitude
Although we know him best as a visual artist and filmmaker, Andy Warhol was also a publisher.
Distributing his own books and magazines, as well as contributing to those of others, Warhol found
publishing to be one of his greatest pleasures, largely because of its cooperative and social nature.
Journeying from the 1950s, when Warhol was starting to make his way through the New York advertising
world, through the height of his career in the 1960s, to the last years of his life in the 1980s, Andy
Warhol, Publisher unearths fresh archival material that reveals Warhol’s publications as complex
projects involving a tantalizing cast of collaborators, shifting technologies, and a wide array of
fervent readers. Lucy Mulroney shows that whether Warhol was creating children’s books, his infamous
“boy book” for gay readers, writing works for established houses like Grove Press and Random House,
helping found Interview magazine, or compiling a compendium of photography that he worked on to his
death, he readily used the elements of publishing to further and disseminate his art. Warhol not only
highlighted the impressive variety in our printed culture but also demonstrated how publishing can
cement an artistic legacy.
In this newly discovered text, famed occultist Israel Regardie sheds light on the psychological and
spiritual meaning behind the symbols and metaphors of alchemy. Locked away for years before it was made
available, and now fully annotated by Chic and Sandra Tabatha Cicero, Gold is the first new book by
Regardie published in decades. Analyzing important seventeenth-century alchemical treatises, such as
“The True Book of the Learned Synesius,” Regardie uses the language of Jungian psychology, magnetism,
and hypnosis while citing his own unique experiences as a therapist and healer. Learn about spiritual
alchemy and the connection between ancient magic and modern-day psychology. Explore the similarities
between alchemical theory, Taoist philosophy, yoga, Zen Buddhism, and experiments with the human aura.
With illustrations and appendices, including Regardie’s original text “The Art of True Healing,” Gold is
a definitive work by a true master.
Consuelo Vanderbilt was young, beautiful and the heir to a vast family fortune. She was also deeply in
love with an American suitor when her mother chose instead for her to fulfil her social ambitions and
marry an English Duke. Leaving her life in America, she came to England as the Duchess of Marlborough in
1895 and took up residence in her new home - Blenheim Palace. The 9th Duchess gives unique first-hand
insight into life at the very pinnacle of English society in the Edwardian era. An unsnobbish, but often
amused observer of the intricate hierarchy both upstairs and downstairs at Blenheim Palace, she is also
a revealing witness to the glittering balls, huge weekend parties and major state occasions she attended
or hosted. Here are her encounters with every important figure of the day - from Queen Victoria, Edward
V11 and Queen Alexandra to Tsar Nicholas, Prince Metternich and the young Winston Churchill. Causing a
scandal by separating from the Duke after 11 years, Consuelo began her new life as philanthropist,
public speaker and campaigner for women's suffrage. Her literary soirees would include H G Wells, JM
Barrie and George Bernard Shaw. In 1921 she remarried aviator Jacques Balsan moving with him to a
chateau in the South of France. This intimate, richly enjoyable memoir is a wonderfully revealing
portrait of a golden age.
The Gold family lived an idyllic life in pre-war Poland, each doing their part to run the family grocery
store and tobacco concession. The oldest daughter, Shoshana, had many friends, her sister Esther was
meticulous as she worked at the family store, and young David was doted on by them all. But that life is
shattered in 1939 when Germany invades Poland and Jewish people are forced into the streets; their
homes, schools, and businesses burned. We follow the Gold family's journey as they are forced into
hiding. Just hours before the Nazis come to take over their current town, their mother has a premonition
that today they will have a savior. When that someone appears, they are given hope for the first time
since leaving home. But Shoshana has learned to be wary of strangers and knows that her family is in
danger. The Golds hide in a cramped, secret enclosure for twenty-six months. Appalling conditions,
starvation, fear of imminent betrayal and capture makes this a heart-stopping testament to the human
spirit.
The Complete Investment Guide to Precious Metals
Metric Conversion Tables for Track & Field, Combined Decathlon/Heptathlon Scoring and Metric Conversion
Tables, and Other Essential Data for the Track Fan, Athlete, Coach and Official
Fundraising for Small (and Very Small) Nonprofits
The Rise and Fall of an International Smuggling Ring
Leaves of Gold
A Novel of Lean Turnaround

One of The Washington Post's 10 Best Books of 2021 * One of NPR's Best Books of 2021 * New York
Times Book Review Editors' Choice * Long-listed for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize
“Dizzyingly original, fiercely funny, deeply wise.” —Celeste Ng, #1 bestselling author of Little
Fires Everywhere “Sanjena Sathian’s Gold Diggers is a work of 24-karat genius.” —Ron Charles,
The Washington Post How far would you go for a piece of the American dream? A magical realist
coming-of-age story, Gold Diggers skewers the model minority myth to tell a hilarious and moving
story about immigrant identity, community, and the underside of ambition. A floundering secondgeneration teenager growing up in the Bush-era Atlanta suburbs, Neil Narayan is funny and smart
but struggles to bear the weight of expectations of his family and their Asian American enclave.
He tries to want their version of success, but mostly, Neil just wants his neighbor across the
cul-de-sac, Anita Dayal. When he discovers that Anita is the beneficiary of an ancient,
alchemical potion made from stolen gold—a “lemonade” that harnesses the ambition of the gold’s
original owner—Neil sees his chance to get ahead. But events spiral into a tragedy that rips
their community apart. Years later in the Bay Area, Neil still bristles against his community's
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expectations—and finds he might need one more hit of that lemonade, no matter the cost. Sanjena
Sathian’s astonishing debut offers a fine-grained, profoundly intelligent, and bitingly funny
investigation into what's required to make it in America. Soon to be a series produced by Mindy
Kaling!
Rules to Rule By
The Gold Book of Prayers
The Gold Standard
Track & Field News' Big Gold Book
Black Gold
The Little Book of Gold
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